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St Peter’s Anglican Church Wynnum
ST PETER’S CORNERSTONE NEWS August/September 2021
WARDEN’S WARBLING

REGENERATIVE DAILY LIVING
Leading to and encouraging
deeper roots to grow, capturing
Simply, by working with God’s
more carbon from the
garden (nature) and not against it. atmosphere into the soil,
sequencing carbon. Allowing
Each Sunday as part of our
worms to flourish and enrich the
“Welcome to Worship”, our Vicar soil. Reducing and eliminating
Donna acknowledges respect for poisons that destroy the
Country. As a diverse
microbiological environment.
community, we can learn and
Selecting plants that are meant to
create cultural respect and
thrive in this environment,
responsibility for the ancient gift
primarily native plants. Plants
from God, soil.
that will attract helpful insects and
birds. These insects, butterflies,
We should be incorporating soil
dragonflies and birds will feast on
regenerative practices, not only in harmful pests.
our Church precinct grounds and
gardens. We should be
In our daily lives, we can learn
incorporating these practices in
about how we can be active in
our home grounds and gardens. creating a world environment that
Being purposeful in how we
goes beyond being merely
prepare our soils to capture
“sustainable“ to one that is
carbon and allow the
regenerating our future. The term
microbiology to flourish.
“net zero” is not sufficient. We
need to aim for a net negative
outcome.
How do we achieve this?

To help each of us gain
knowledge to make informed
decisions and choices, we can
learn from subject matter experts
and the experiences of people
such as Charles Massy, Peter
Hawkins, Alan Savory, Gabe
Brown and Joel Salatin, to name
a few. I encourage you to explore
science and philosophy. There is
a rich abundance available to us
from their books and videos. I
recommend that watching some
of the TEDx talks and similar
videos on YouTube is a great
starting place. Plus reading Peter
Hawken’s Drawdown and Charles
Massy’s The Call of the Reed
Warbler.
We can make some very simple
choices such as buying beef and
lamb that is grass fed and
refusing any grain fed meat at
restaurants as a great start.
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Simple ways to send less food 6. Stop buying ‘two for one’
to landfill
specials. Especially if you’re a
small household and/or it can’t
1. Start a fridge waste list.
be frozen. Things on special are
Write down everything you put in a food-waste trap.
the bin. Make it a family
challenge to reduce the number 7. Keep chickens – they love
of items on your list each week, your scraps.
inexpensive.
and if it’s blank at the end of a
week, celebrate.
This is an extract from
2. Start a compost bin or a
Low Tox Life by Alexx Stuart
worm farm. Or use your local
(Murdoch Books, RRP $35.00)
council’s green bin if they provide
one. We store scraps in a metal For some of us, this will involve
bowl on one side of our sink, and changing habits or relearning our
relationship with nature. We can
take it down to the compost bin
find comfort that our Triune God
every couple of days. Scraps
from onions, carrots, leeks, herbs will be with us and guide us on
and celery go in a produce bag in our way, His Way.
the freezer to be used for future
Jeremiah 18:1-6a NRSV
stock making. Citrus peel is
The Potter and The Clay
frozen for slow cooking or
The word that came to Jeremiah
roasting – it adds great flavour!
from the Lord: 2 “Come, go down
to the potter’s house, and there I
3. Don’t toss odds and sods of
will let you hear my words.” 3 So I
veg. Boil them with homemade
went down to the potter’s house,
stock and a few spices or herbs,
and there he was working at his
add a splash of cream or coconut
wheel. 4 The vessel he was
cream, and blitz. This kind of
making of clay was spoiled in the
‘Fridge Ends Soup’ tastes
potter’s hand, and he reworked it
delicious and is different each
into another vessel, as seemed
week. And My Buy-nothing-new
good to him.5 Then the word of
Curry (get the recipe here) is
the Lord came to me: 6 Can I not
super-tasty and very
do with you, O house of Israel,
just as this potter has done? says
4. Avoid topping and tailing
the Lord. Just like the clay in the
veg. Things like cucumbers and
potter’s hand, so are you in my
zucchini (courgettes) really don’t
hand, O house of Israel.
need it, and if you have to do it
with green beans, don’t cut an
Our free will inspires the Potter to
inch off each end, but just a tiny remould us, his Clay, fit for His
few millimetres!
purpose. We can be moulded
and reshaped with the continuing
5. Keep animal fats for
development of an open and
reusing. Drain into a little jar and growth mindset.
save money on butter and olive
oil by frying with it the next time
you’re cooking.

Seeking wisdom and knowledge
Deuteronomy 32:4 The Message
The Rock: His works are perfect,
and the way he works is fair and
just;
2 Chronicles 1:12 NRSV
wisdom and knowledge are
granted to you.
Life is about service.
Ruth incorporated a Knight
representation for the Wardens
report at our AGM this year. This
was very fitting for me. I was a
Rover Scout (ages 18-26) in the
traditional structure based on
qualifying to be invested as a
Knight. The Rover motto is
“Service”. I hold these principles
and values dear to my heart.
Ruth was unaware of this part of
my background. I thank you,
Ruth.
L’Chaim,
Wayne
Wayne Elliott
Parish Warden
St Peter's Anglican Parish
of Wynnum
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2020-2024 MAP ROAD MAP
2021 – Preparing the Garden
St Peter’s is where you can find “the face of God” in the people you meet.
After being stuck indoors for a year, our members are keen to get back into the swing of face-to-face
worship, social events and outreach. Many of us are now at a time in our lives where we can give back
to the community, providing support and showing God's love to our neighbours. 2021 here we come!
Our focus for the year is “Preparing our Garden”.
What does this mean?
Well, the Garden is the Vision we have for our Parish. Rather than a land area full of beautiful plants,
flowers and landscaping – our garden is building our parish and precinct into a vibrant Christian
community, which offers a place for reflection, growth and action.
So “preparing our garden” is where we spend some time, effort and money getting things ready.
Instead of pulling out weeds and feeding the soil with nutrients – we’ll be replacing old, costly,
damaging lighting with new, responsible, sustainable and efficient LED lights; and carrying out much
needed repairs around our precinct. Oh, and we’ll be literally pulling out weeds, feeding the soil,
adding some raised garden beds and even creating a mulching area on the east side of the Church.
Instead of relocating unhealthy plants and pruning the out of control ones - we’ll be exploring new (and
old) forms of worship to bring us closer to God and to each other;
stabilising and growing our community outreach through Pete’s Pantry, the Monday Hub and
Pandoras (and perhaps a few other offerings);
smoothing out our livestreaming/online worship; and
re-booting our worship - volunteer roster (as things have changed in the last year); and
restarting our fellowship guild – ensuring parish and community events with a focus of
connectedness, friendship, fun and a bit of fund-raising on the side.
And finally, we need to clean up the shed. Yes, our actual shed – but also the metaphoric shed. We’ll
be sorting out “where we store things” now that we have the use of our shed back and have removed
the old shipping container; ensuring the hall is fit-for-purpose for all the parish, community and outreach
functions it supports; refreshing the office & office computer setup; looking at our banking needs –
including EFTPOS for Pandoras and fundraising events; and reviewing the security needs of our
buildings and grounds.

We hope you will join us as we move forward as the people of God right here in God’s own country,
ocean and environment.
•
•
•
•

How can you aid all of us in any of these areas’?
Do you have some expertise that we could use?
Do you know friends, family or others who might be interested in being a part of our mission and
our ministry?
Finally, pray for the movement of the parish, the movement of the spirit, the movement of your
lives along with ours.
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A WORD FROM THE VICAR

Three years ago, I wrote a
reflection after coming home
from a Clergy Conference about
Digital Tech and how we could
incorporate said tech at St
Peter’s Wynnum. “I could never
have known back then, that by
2021, we would be in the grip of
a world-wide health pandemic
which would quite literally force
our hand and change life as we
know it. As this edition goes to
print, we are again in the middle
of the hardest lockdown to date.
We have been informed by the
chief health officer and the
diocese that we are not even
allowed to livestream or record
from our church buildings, only
from our homes. This latest
development has only intensified
my need to continue with this
reflections below.
Back then, I reflected that we
were not very digitally savvy. I
also mused about how, we as a
vibrant worshipping community
were not really digitally
technologically (DT) aware and
connected. The irony of now
being totally reliant on DT is not
lost on me either, let me assure
you. Prior to Covid, could you
have imagined a world without
DT? I’m sure you could. Now?
We are more than ever, linked
via our phones, computers,
tablets and devices. Even our
simple entertainment is different.
Books, movies and TV are not as
they used to be. Everyday life
skills, like booking a flight or
hotel, banking and shopping are
all reliant on DT, now more than
ever before. We are a generation

of people who have not only
seen the birth of new
technologies like video, CD’s,
and DVD’s, but also witnessed
their deaths. The dream of Steve
Jobs and Bill Gates that every
home would one day have a
personal computer has been
realized and surpassed. Think
about how many younger people
(under 30) have a desktop
computer now? Not many. More
likely, unless they’re a ‘gamer’,
they only have multiple, portable
mobile devices. Even laptops
have had their day in world. A
mobile phone in 2021 is way
more powerful than an ordinary
desktop computer was in 2010.

projected in some way. Prior to
Covid I had only ever done one.

We at St Peter’s have embraced
some of these changes. Even
before COVID 19, we had moved
from landline telephones to
mobile phones, dial up internet,
to NBN. Prayer books, to
projectors and now tv’s, postal
correspondence, to email and
social media...

Since April 2020, live stream and
prerecorded services have
become so normal in St Peter’s
as to have necessitated new or
adapted forms of liturgy. We
have learned new ways to chat,
commune and gather. We have
embraced, e-articles, e-learnings,
e-connections, e-meetings, econferences and more. Its
nothing for me now to ask how
we will gather; face to face,
Skype, FaceTime; Messenger,
Teams, Zoom? And then when I
look at my family of young
people, my grandchildren
especially, they can navigate
platforms like Netflix, stan,
Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter and
Instagram better than anyone
over the age of 30 can. They are
more mobile and tech savvy by
the time they are two yrs old,
than some of you will ever be; its
quite literally a part of them.
These kids need tech to learn
and function in the world. There
are no such things as
blackboards anymore, instead,
teachers use interactive ‘live’
whiteboards with learning via
tablet instead of books. Even in
the life of our own parish, digital
projectors which cost the best
part of $80,000 15 years ago are
so obsolete, that when they
needed to be replaced 2 years
ago, it was not cost effective to
do so. By and large, across the
board, we were told to go with.
Large TV’s at a fraction of the
cost. $5000, as opposed to
$30,000. Tech gets cheaper the
more necessary it becomes.

Since Covid, we have now
embraced things like electronic
gatherings, coffee dates, dinners.
We have zoom platforms, even
zoom weddings and funerals.
Since May 2020, I have only
conducted one or two funerals
that have not been either live
streamed, or video recorded and

But how do we keep up? How
do we manage when the world is
changing faster than we’ve ever
seen it change before? AND, as
we are now living longer, what
does this mean for an old tired,
some would say, obsolete
religious era, that has passed its
used by date?

Communication too has
changed. In fact, this is probably
the most dramatic change of all.
Fun fact! There are people out
there, who have never and will
never, read a paper newspaper,
or a real-life paper printed book
in their lifetime. Think about that
for a moment. There are people
today who have never known any
other way than electronic
communication. That makes our
face-to-face communities in
church even rarer. We must
change and adapt or be left
behind. But it is hard, I know. I
understand.
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Just three years ago, I asked you
to think about DT, Digital
Technology in relation to church.
I asked you, how you thought
they could work together? How
could DT be used to reach the
masses who not only cannot
walk through our doors, but
absolutely refuse to? By and
large, we, the church, don’t
matter to the masses. In fact, that
they don’t even give us a passing
thought, in most instances. And
yet, still the world is craves
connection to something more,
something bigger than
themselves. I think the world
needs Christ’s message of love,
connection, family and hope,
more than at any other time in
history. The world is lost and
struggling, and the old just
doesn’t cut it anymore.
I am always one of the first to
agree with tradition and ritual. I
love that our faith is steeped in
something older and more
ancient than ourselves;
something more real even. But I
am also not so naïve, as to not
be able to see, that we are dying
through our lack of willingness to
embrace the new, along with the
old. There must be a way to
merge what we value of the old,
with what is necessity of the new.

Why we are who we are?
Why do we believe what we
believe?
•
•
Why do we exist?
•
•
Why do we continue, even
in the face of devastation,
apathy and scorn?
At St Peter’s, some of us know
why we do what we do, but most
of us do not. Most of us won’t, or
can’t, articulate ‘why’.
•
Why we believe?
•
Why we have faith?
•
Why the gospel is true?
•
Why God is present?
•
•

What I really want the body of
Christ here at St Peter’s to think
about is; how are we articulating
our WHY to the world and to
each other? And once we’ve
answered that, what are we
doing about telling all who will
listen?
•
Is it through face-to-face
worship alone?
•
Is it through a continued
online presence?
•
Is it in traditional Eucharistic
services only?
•
Is it through a more
contemporary expression of
faith rather than religion?
•
Is it through small groups or
bible studies?
•
Is it through connections,
families, conversations,
talking, writing, preaching,
communion, prayer?
What do you want what you
want? Why? I’m not trying to be
difficult, but I feel compelled to
ask you these difficult questions.
I feel led, pushed, driven even, to
seek out more direction from you,
for you.

the abridged sermon video.
Is it still worth it?
Does it work?
As well as Sunday, we offer
two recorded Evening
Prayer services and one
live-streamed Morning
Prayer service a week.
These 3 services can
engage wholly or in part
with another 10 to 20
people per week. But it’s
only 10, is it worth it?
Online is a lot of work. So,
do we stop online? Do we
change if its only a couple
of people?
Here’s some more questions. Do
we spend money, resources,
time and energy on this outreach
with little or no help from the vast
majority in the parish or the
Diocese? Is it necessary for you
in YOUR faith base? And here’s
a harder question. Do you think
St Peter’s will still be here in
10, 20, 30+ years if we do
nothing but keep to tradition?

In my experience and
knowledge, people are still very
much spiritual. People are still
very much seeking. They are
even craving engagement and
relationship with God and the
spiritual realm. They want to
commune with spiritual people,
but, they only know how to do it
I’ve come to the conclusion that
from their own life experience
the only way is with you.
and context; just like you. If they
You must embrace it, for it to
live DT, then that’s how they will
work. At the risk of alienating
engage. If you, live, work and
some, and/or angering others,
have your being from your own
we absolutely must, think, move
life experience, then so do they.
and behave differently. We
Their life experience is
cannot wait. We cannot expect
continually wrapped in tech, in
the next generation to fix it. We
the internet, in DT, even if yours
cannot just say, ‘please wait till I More fun facts!
isn’t. We don’t have a hope
die before you change’. If we’ve Did you know that St Peter’s
unless we at least attempt to
learned nothing else from COVID offers 5 online services per
meet them where they’re at. We
19, as Australia literally sits on
week?
cannot expect them to simply
the brink of its first real wave of
•
On a Sunday, we have at
walk through our doors because
infections and devastation, is that
least three families who
it’s what we want and value.
nothing and no one, can halt
only ever join us online. Do They are not supposed to come
change, adaptation, and faith.
we stop offering that,
to us, we are supposed to go to
We MUST move.
because there’s only three? them. That s the whole point.
Over the course of a week,
This is not just about religion. Its
there are usually another 20 Jesus was itinerant, he went to
about faith. We need to ask
to 40 will connect with that them. Yes! sometimes they
ourselves some really tough
same Sunday service,
came to him, but mostly he went
questions.
either the entire service or to them. Jesus is our model
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our guide in this. We must invest
our time and resources into going
out to them and the digital realm
is the platform of choice in 2021.
I honestly believe this is what
God is calling us to do. Its scary,
of course it is. But we must
embrace DT and move.

be in for some Digital connection,
to help spread the Good News of
God’s all encompassing
forgiveness and grace to any
who needed to hear it? Don’t
you think he would ‘totes’ (totally)
feed the crowd in sound bites,
instead of bread bites? I do!

So how do we proceed? How do
we use and implement new and
diverse tech, within and ancient
tradition?

Ritual is not just about our selffocused need to get through life,
or be comfortable. Good ritual,
widens our horizons, invites us to
look outside of ourselves and our
experiences and situates us
within a larger framework of
meaning and purpose. Good
divine (church) rituals, ground us
in truth, reminding us that we are
connected in time and space to
something, someone, bigger than
ourselves, outside of ourselves.
That we are connected to
creation and the creator, DT is
just the most relevant 21st
century way of realising it. I
would argue, that in the very near
future, this might be the only
way, people connect, at least for
a time.

The ‘Digital Natives’ – those who
have grown up using technology
- the under 40 something year
old’s - expect to meet,
communicate and find what they
need online. It is their first point
of contact, in fact, it is usually,
their only point of contact. We
need to realise the absolute truth
of that fact. They are always
connected digitally and they carry
their connection with them
wherever they go. If we’re not in
their realm we’re just not there. If
we’re not there, then, how will
they ever know the power of the
saving grace of God, the
We’ve by and large, stopped
forgiveness of Christ, and the
listening! Why do we say to
love of Christian community?
others, do what I do in the way
that I do it. Or, believe what I
We’re trying. As well as our 5
recorded or live services which, believe and behave like I do.
by the way, I could do with some Then and only then, can we have
help with, I believe ‘sound bites’ a relationship? Why do we think
are the way we could engage in ‘they’ will do this?
a way that the digitally savvy use We have been so consumed by
protecting and perpetuating our
and want. Small, bite-sized
own way of life and culture; the
pieces of spirituality that are
church, that we’ve forgotten or
personal, meaningful, and
relevant to 21st century people. lost the ability to recognise, that
the church is not inside, but
These sound bites, let people
outside.
integrate spirituality into their
day-to-day lives – into their
Why do you think, the pantry
relationships, in short punchy,
succeeds? Because it knows its
digitally relevant ways.
‘why’. It can articulate its why. It
knows that it exists for the “outBut, I can already hear your
there’s”, not the “In-here’s”, even
objections. That is not what
if the “in-here’s” are its means.
church is about? Actually if we
believe that the church is the
We have for too long, trusted that
body of Christ and the body of
those out there, understand and
Christ is its people, then this is
value what we understand and
absolutely what the church is
about. Isn’t Jesus for everyone? value, simply because we value
it. We are being left behind.
And if Jesus was here in 2021,
don’t you think he would totally

For many, we are just not
relevant anymore!
This is not easy for me to say. I’m
pretty sure its not easy for any of
us to hear. This is really hard for
me too; it cuts me to the quick! I
am fed and nourished by Sunday
worship. I find immense
relevance in what I do for God
within the bounds of structured
worship, in the church building.
But I also find immense value in
the ‘out there’ work. Sunday is
my favourite day of the week, but
its not enough. 20 or 30
something year old’s will tell you
that if you ask them. They will tell
you that Church is boring and/or
outdated. They will say things
like, ‘it’s always the same with
not meaning. It lacks immediacy,
intimacy and connection with
OUR 21st century lives. I don’t
think they necessarily think that
God is irrelevant, neither are they
irrelevant to God, but the way we
connect is. How do you think
Jesus would address a 20
something year old in 2021?
I know this is hard, but we are
failing in our divine commission,
to make disciples in Christ’s
name (Mtt 28:19). We are failing to
bring people to a place, where
they can hear Jesus say, ‘follow
me’; ‘learn from me’; ‘believe in
me’; ‘feed on me’; ‘have your
thirst quenched by me’. Of
understanding the truth of ‘I am
the way the truth and the life’. We
have failed to open pathways
where people can connect and
grow their own spiritualities,
where they can meet and engage
with the gospel. Where they can
‘come, eat, live’.
What are you hungry for?
What is the world hungry for?
Does any of this strike a chord
with you? Do you believe our
millennials have the same
longing for connection to God
that you do? And if you do, then
wouldn’t you do everything in
your power to help them realise it
and engage with it somehow?
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We all hunger! All people
everywhere in the world, possess
a desire to know and to be
known, deeply, intimately,
authentically. We all have a
hunger for delight, joy, and for
creative engagement with the
world, in all its complexity,
mystery, and beauty. We all
have an ongoing need for
healing, and wholeness. And we
all need courage in the face of
fear.

So we the parish, need help from Let us pray:
Holy God, pour out your Spirit
you the parish.
on your body of Christ in this
CAN YOU HELP?
place, encourage and renew us
with the Good News of Jesus.
Give us the will to take up the
•
What are your ideas?
•
Speak to us; Me, Cryssi,
tools available to us,
so that your Word may go out
Wayne, Ross, or Parish
Council about anything you to all the people in all the world
think might help, or a way in to your glorious grace. Amen.
which you, yourself can
Shalom Donna
help.
•
Come on board.
•
Offer insight or help into
new ventures, services, or
We know that Jesus is the bread
of life, but the “out-there’s”, do not
outreach.
and its our fault. ‘They will not
•
Pray, pray, pray that we
discern and then action the
come to us; at least not
most appropriate movement
conventionally. We’ve got the
most fabulous Good news the
for St Peter’s.
world has ever known, but we
don’t know their language.
This is your parish, after all.
You are the body of Christ.
Simply, fight or flight, kill or be
killed, digital or traditional doesn’t St Peter’s Anglican Church is not
work. We MUST embrace digital Donna’s parish, its not Donna’s
ministry, or Donna’s church, its
technology. I would even go so
far as to say, God demands it of not even the ‘Diocese of
Brisbane’s church. St Peter’s is
us.
God’s church in Wynnum!
You are God’s people here.
This is God’s mission here.
Come follow, lead, join!!!

For the last 4 months we have encouraged ladies in our Parish to get together regularly for a cuppa
and a chat.
These afternoons started because some of we “old” parishioners thought that as we have had
several new parishioners over the last couple of years, this would be a good way for us all to get to
know each other. Hopefully, this is happening.
The afternoons have been quite informal, nothing structured, but at the same time, they provide an
avenue for new ideas and sometimes the improvement on old ones.
We will continue to meet monthly, on the third Monday of each month, in the Parish Centre at 2pm.
So, ladies, if you have not already joined in and would like to, please come next month.
You will be most welcome.
Next meeting 2 pm on the 16 August 2021
Reminder to please keep this growing ministry in your prayers.
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Recently the church had a Grounds Working Bee to make improvements to the rear rectory area and
fix the ‘pothole’ at the end of the driveway on Bride St, near Pandora’s
Some of what was achieved was the finishing off the hot composting bays on the east side of the
church near the new Sails Shed. These composting bays will allow for the introduction of more
environmentally friendly contributions including disposing of our coffee grounds and organic waste.
With the hire of an excavator and some much needed man/woman power, the pothole on the Bride St
driveway was levelled and packed with road base and waffle block stabalisers. Bollards to enable the
roping off of the green/quadrangle were also installed.
Lastly, the area in front of the outside toilets/parish centre, at he rear of the rectory, has been turfed/
grassed and a new garden bed ready for natives has been created from the mulch that was already
there. The grass is doing really well with the wettest winter in nearly 10years this year. Thank you God.
The grassed area was a lovely way to display plants during our recent fete.
Thank you for everyone that helped on the day you all did an amazing job! Bec Petersen
Top:
Bottom:

Removing and levelling the area beside the outside toilets
Completion of the area beside the outside toilets.
Installing bollards and upgrading the Bride Street driveway
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GOD’S GARDEN
By Robert Forest

God made a beauteous garden
With lovely flowers strown,
But one straight, narrow pathway
That was not overgrown.
And to this beauteous garden
He brought mankind to live,
And said “To you, my children,
These lovely flowers I give.
Prune ye my vines and fig trees,
With care my flowers tend,
But keep the pathway open
Your home is at the end.

These beautiful pictures were taken from the gardens in St Peter’s
church precinct. Please feel free to roam, meditate and reflect
around our gardens.
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As winter progresses, we are grateful for the many donations that have been given to the Pantry.
Earlier in the month, we received a call from Ross Vasta’s office to collect the proceeds of the winter
appeal. We received food, warm clothing and many, many blankets. Our Councillor Peter Cummings
also asked me to pickup what had been donated to his office.

At the end of June, the Pantry was awarded DGR status (Deductible Gift Recipiency) which means
we are officially a registered charity. Any cash donations are now fully tax deductible . This also
allows the pantry to apply for government/business grants that require this status.
At the beginning of July, the first grant application
was submitted to the Lord Mayor’s Charity Trust
for funds to purchase small appliances for the
kitchen and install disability access to the hall.
We will receive the results in August.
As previously advised, Safe By The Bay (SBTB)
needed to vacate their rented premises on
Berrima St. Subsequently, they approached St
Peter’s, requesting our help. They asked we
could find a use for the two door fridge freezer as
well as other appliances. The fridge is a welcome
addition, as is the additional freezer space.
In a joint venture, St Peter’s and SBTB are
preparing to host regular Community Meals in St
Peter’s Parish Centre on a monthly basis. It is
hoped the first one will be held on Monday 30 August 2021 for approximately 30 people. If anyone
would like to volunteer for this please see Marilyne or Donna.
The numbers visiting the Pantry continues to grow. The total number of people who benefited from
food hampers in June was 251. thank you so much to all who continue to support the vital work we
do here. .
Thank you also to all who pray for us and support us in any other way, either by cash, food or time
donations. Lastly, if you’re interested in knowing more, or seeing how it all works, please come
along on a Mon, Wed or Fri to see how it all works. If you come about 10am, you’d be welcome to
join us for a cuppa.
Marilyne Jacob
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TREASURER’S REPORT
We are half way through the year, so I thought I would take this opportunity to see how we are going versus the
ﬁrst half of last year and have a more detailed look at the breakdown or our income and expenses.
Below I have three charts showing ﬁgures for January to June 2021 vs 2020:
Income; Expenses; Surplus (-Deﬁcit)

I would like to make a few observa2ons:
Pete’s Pantry income and expenses did not feature
last year. The main expense for the Pantry is the
Coordinator’s wage. Currently this is being covered from the old NILS account, not from general
revenue. Now that the pantry has been granted
DGR status, it can apply for grants and bursaries,
so that they are less reliant on our ﬁnancial support. Parish Council has approved to support the
coordinators wages un2l early 2022.
Wages/S2pend is down also. However, this will
change as we now have a Parish Administrator and are adver2sing the Parish
Secretaries role also. Government money, (job keeper) that we received in 2020/21 has now ceased.
Administra2on costs with in the parish in 2020 were oﬀset by the payment of Admin services from Manly,
job keeper and a sizable volunteer base. Money from Manly has now ceased.
Regular giving/oﬀerings have been rela2vely stable so far in 2021, (a small decline).
Some sizable dona2ons in the beginning of the COVID pandemic in 2020 very generously helped us come to
a surplus in 2020. we have received no such dona2ons in 2021.
Pandoras has had a wonderful year, which has certainly helped the increase in the Guild/Pandoras income.
They have also been able to run a few successful events which has also made a big diﬀerence. Thank you
all.
To sum up – we are keeping our heads above water and doing beEer than many parishes in the Diocese. The
main area that needs thought, prayer and growth is regular giving and and one-oﬀ dona2ons. Our main concern
in 2022 is upcoming expenses related to major maintenance work on aging buildings, something that will have
to be rec2ﬁed in the next budget. Please pray about possible solu2ons.
Robyn EllioE – Treasurer.
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Men’s Ministry; meet every
Wednesday at 7.30pm in the Parish Centre for a
good chat over BYO cuppa and nibbles.
Sometimes their chat is overtly faith based and
sometimes not. Their value is in mateship and
integrity which is underpinned by God’s love.
The Picture is our most recent quarterly Men’s
dinner from 28th July, where we sadly/fondly
farewelled our brother Richie (Richard Rosewarne),
who has now moved to Frankston Victoria.
If you’d like to know more about men’s ministry please contact Charlie on 0411 202 412 or
charles.dunbar007@gmail.com

So much more
than just clothes

Maybe its time
for another look
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GET IN TOUCH
St Peter’s Anglican Church - Vicar
0435 023 184
stpeterskingdomkeys@gmail.com

The Rev’d Donna Petersen

Parish Oﬃce
Peter Grevett (business manager), Sharon Fowler, Rae McCaughey, Bec Petersen
9am-12 Noon; Mon, Wed, Fri

WynnumAnglicansStPeters

3893 2492

StPetersWynnum

stpeterswynnum@bigpond.com

WorshipInWynnum

www.stpeterswynnum.org
77 Charlotte Street, Wynnum 4178
PO Box 1097, Wynnum Central, 4178

Bank: Anglican Financial Services
Acct Name: Wynnum Anglican Parish
BSB: 704-901
Acct Number: 00000530
Reference: Weekly/Monthly Offering

Church Wardens
Warden

Wayne Elliott

0412 996 434
wayne@adefs.com.au

Warden

Cryssi Flynn

0439 444 873
flynn.christine@gmail.com

Warden & Grounds

Ross Hodson

0409 414 747
rosshodson58@gmail.com

Prayer Chain

Marilyne Jacob
or Office

0407 964 617
3893 2492

Prayer & Reflection

Marilyne Jacob

0407 964 617

Christian Meditation

Kathryn Houston

0407 020 448

Health & Safety

Harley Miller

harleymiller32@gmail.com

Pandoras Thrift Store

Chris Duffield

0457 525 277

Parish Guild

Wendy Ross

0431 419 401

St Pete’s Pantry

Marilyne Jacob

0421 677 552

Group Directory
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WHAT’S ON AT ST PETER’S
Worship
Eucharist Service Times:
Sundays 8am
Every Wednesday at 10am
Wednesday Morning Prayer 8:30am
Other Morning or Evening Prayer
services online at https://www.youtube.com/c/StPetersWynnum
or by arrangement with the Vicar

*******************************************************
Pete’s Pantry
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9-11
Brekky Club
Monday 8-9am
Pandora’s Op Shop
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9-12

******************************************************
Events Calendar
Coffee with the Vicar at Coffee Club Bay Terrace, Wynnum
every Tuesday from 9.30-11.00 except the (rst Tuesday of the month
Men’s Ministry, every Wednesday from 7.30pm in the Parish Centre.
BYO cuppa and nibbles.
August

1-9
16
16-30
16
23
24
30

September 7
20
27
28

Parish Centre closed due to Covid Lockdown
Covid allowing Vicar at Conference
Vicar on holidays (The Rev’d Shan Vierow Locum, contact details 0418 136 502)
Ladies Fellowship 2pm Parish Hall
Regis Aged Care
Mothers’ Union Service & Meeting @ Wynnum 9:30am
First Community Meal with SBTB
Naz House
Ladies Fellowship 2pm Parish Hall
Regis Aged Care
Mothers’ Union Service & Meeting @ St Paul’s Manly 9:30am

Disclaimer: This publica!on does not represent the oﬃcial view of Anglican Church Southern Queensland
and expresses the personal views of the speaker or author.

